Using pronouns
Grade 3 Pronouns Worksheet

Fill in the blanks with the correct pronoun.
Word bank:
anyone
she

some

he

her
them

him

I

they

nobody
we

you

1. It is getting dark outside; ___we___ should go back home.
2. Lori looks sad. I wonder if __________ needs a friend.
3. The kittens are growing fast. Soon __________ will open their eyes.
4. You friend left a message; you should call __________ back.
5. Ahmed helped his sister get on the bus. He
watched __________ get off safely at school.
6. Mr. Smith read a story to the class; then
_________ asked students some questions.
7. __________ am certain that I locked the door this morning.
8. Do you know if __________ registered for baseball?
9. The Smiths stopped by the house asking for donations. We gave
__________ a bag of fruit.
10. __________ wants to help with the dishes. I will have to clean them by
myself.
11. The dog needs to go for a walk. Would __________ take him outside?
12. Is there any pizza left? I would like _________.
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Answers
1. It is getting dark outside; ___we___ should go back home.
2. Lori looks sad. I wonder if ___she___ needs a friend.
3. The kittens are growing fast. Soon ___they___ will open their eyes.
4. You friend left a message; you should call ___him___ back.
5. Ahmed helped his sister get on the bus. He watched ___her___ get
off safely at school.
6. Mr. Smith read a story to the class; then ___he___ asked students
some questions.
7. ___I___ am certain that I locked the door this morning.
8. Do you know if ___anyone___ registered for baseball?
9. The Smiths stopped by the house asking for donations. We gave
___them___ a bag of fruit.
10. ___Nobody___ wants to help with the dishes. I will have to clean
them by myself.
11. The dog needs to go for a walk. Would ___you___ take him outside?
12. Is there any pizza left? I would like ___some___.
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